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Abstract

Local deviations from the average magnetic and atomic structure of La Ca MnO are explored by combining neutron diffraction0.67 0.33 3

and reverse Monte Carlo techniques. Short range FM Mn–Mn spin pair correlations are found to be a majority well above T , while AFc

correlations between first neighbour pairs of Mn ions develop preferentially around T and within those pairs with a distance larger thanc

the average first neighbour Mn–Mn distance. These results agree with the predictions of current theories on phase transitions in double
exchange systems.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction also have large extrinsic low field MR effects, related to
the existence of grain boundaries [5]. However, the

The current search for materials potentially useful for electronic transport properties do not depend solely on the
41applications in the field of magnetoelectronics has brought Mn doping level and other factor may play a role. For

about a renewed interest in the study of La-doped manga- instance, La Ca MnO shows a metal–insulator tran-0.67 0.33 3

nites with the general formula La A MnO , where A is sition around T , while La Sr MnO remains metallic12x x 3 c 0.67 0.33 3

an alkaline earth cation. These compounds present an well above T . The observed differences can be understoodc

intricate phase diagram showing, depending upon the level in light of the current theoretical predictions [6] for the
of doping, a broad phenomenology ranging from ferromag- generic phase diagram of these materials. According to
netic to antiferromagnetic correlations, from metallic or these predictions and for these particular levels of doping,
semiconductor behaviour to charge ordered insulators [1]. the existence of significant antiferromagnetic (AFM) cou-

In particular, La Ca MnO shows a paramagnetic pling for those compounds showing first-order magnetic0.67 0.33 3

to ferromagnetic transition at T 5 260 K, about the same transitions and lower T seems to be in order, while AFMc c

temperature where the electronic transport undergoes a interactions are negligible for those materials presenting a
transition from a semiconductor to a metallic regime. continuous transition and higher T .c

Recently, the magnetic transition in La Ca MnO was In this paper, we address experimentally the search for0.67 0.33 3

demonstrated to be a first-order transition [2], in contrast to the postulated short range AFM interactions in
the second-order transition observed for the Sr compound. La Ca MnO on a microscopic scale by probing the0.67 0.33 3

The electronic transport properties for doping levels atomic and spin correlations with thermal neutron diffrac-
0.15 , x , 0.5 have been explained in terms of the double tion experiments above and below T . We applied reversec

exchange mechanism described by Zenner [3,4]. Conse- Monte Carlo (RMC) analysis of the Bragg and diffuse
quently, these systems exhibit intrinsic magnetoresistance intensities. In RMC simulations, the atomic and spin
(MR) and, in polycrystalline form, have been shown to coordinates for a set of ions arranged non-periodically

within a simulation box are varied at random without any
intervening potential. An optimal configuration is found,*Corresponding author. Fax: 134-91-372-0623.
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observed. Searches through the optimal configuration for
local correlations between structural and magnetic devia-
tions from the average behaviour are then possible.

2. Experiment and data analysis

La Ca MnO powder was prepared by the sol-gel0.67 0.33 3

technique [7]. Neutron powder diffraction data were
collected using the high dynamic range SLAD diffractome-
ter at the NFL reactor in Studsvik (Sweden) for
La Ca MnO in the temperature range 15 K , T ,0.67 0.33 3

325 K. The incident energy of the neutrons was E 5 67i

meV and S(Q,w) was integrated for S(Q) for all scattering
angles in the region 58 , 2u , 1208, resulting in a momen-

21tum transfer Q range of 1 , Q(A ) , 10; small inelastic
contributions to the diffracted intensity in this region might
stem from a few phonon branches and low-energy spin
waves occurring in the few meV range [8]. Spin diffusion
takes place at lower Q values with meV characteristic
widths. Careful measurement of the empty container,

Fig. 1. Neutron diffractogram at T 5 15 K. Dots are experimental data,background and proper subtraction of the contributions due
the dashed line is the structural diffuse scattering, the gray line is the totalto the empty container, background and multiple scattering
magnetic contribution, the marked area under the gray line is the

were performed. Rietveld refinements of the lattice con- magnetic diffuse scattering and the continuous black line is the sum of the
stants were carried out for a Pnma cell at all measured former contributions plus the nuclear Bragg scattering.
temperatures.

We attempt to go beyond Rietveld analysis by using a
data analysis technique which is not constrained to a single magnetic moment constraints are applied. Our code
cell description. An immediate consequence of such an RMCPOW [9] also provides for adequate polycrystalline
approach is the feasibility of accounting for some sort of averaging. Fig. 1 shows a representative diffractogram
local disorder and, therefore, the assumption of the prob- along with the corresponding RMC fit comprising all
able existence of short range correlations (either magnetic different contributions to the scattering.
or atomic). This is because, in RMC, the positions of the
atoms contained in a simulation box are changed randomly
and the new positions are accepted if S(Q) computed from 3. Results
the resulting configuration approaches the experimental
values in a least squares sense. In particular, we used a We computed the pair correlation function (PCF) for the
simulation box equivalent to 63436 Pnma single cells optimal RMC configurations for both Mn–Mn and Mn–O
for which the La and Ca atoms are treated as weighted pairs in the (ac)-plane and along the long axis. These
average atoms. Parallel to this structural simulation, classi- planes and directions are treated as volumes in the 3-D
cal spins are attached to the positions occupied by mag- configuration space. Fig. 2a shows the PCF for Mn–Mn at
netic ions, the orientation of which is also changed different temperatures. Fig. 2b shows the normalized
randomly. The magnetic scattering contribution from this contributions of the in-plane (a,c) and out-of-plane Mn–
‘magnetic’ simulation box is evaluated and added to the Mn to PCF of Mn–Mn. It can be seen that nearest
structural one in order to make a comparison with the neighbours (NN) along different directions exhibit distance
measured structure factor. In our case, only Mn ions carry distributions centred around the same values (in accord-
classical unit spins and the form factor corresponds to a ance with the Rietveld averages). However, the atom pairs

31 41weighted Mn /Mn average. That is, RMC computed in the (a,c) plane seem to account for the tails of the NN
scattering accounts for nuclear and magnetic, Bragg and distance contributions, while pairs of atoms along the long
diffuse scattering. The main advantage of our approach is axis have a narrower distribution. It must, therefore, be
that it provides the atomic and individual localised spin underlined that not only do distortions with respect to the
orientations defining the optimal configurations so various averaged structure exist, but these are basically located
correlations can be searched for. For each temperature, all within the (a,c) plane. This does not support the existence
structural and magnetic cells are dressed with atoms and of a breathing mode of the MnO octahedron as claimed6

spins as obtained from Rietveld refinement of the ex- by Billinge et al. [10].
perimental data. Minimum interatomic distances and total Similarly, by evaluating the magnetic moment PCF,
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lobule in km(0).m(r)l shows a maximum near 280 K and,
therefore, some sort of critical behaviour can be conjec-
tured. This behaviour of the negative lobule versus tem-
perature to a great extent rules out systematic numerical
errors or spurious experimentally detected signals as the
origin of the observed short range AFM correlations. For
comparison, the corresponding km(0).m(r)l for the twin
compound La Sr MnO can be found in Ref. [11],0.67 0.33 3

where it becomes apparent that a strong decay of the FM
correlations develops with increasing temperature, but no
hint of AF short range correlations was reported. From Fig.
3 it can be inferred that the behaviour versus temperature
of the negative lobule is lacking in the temperature
dependence of the lattice constant and also mostly in the
parameter defining the orthorhombic in-plane distortion of
the octahedra, 2(a 2 c) /(a 1 c), as derived from the Riet-
veld fittings. However, it correlates with the equivalent
local quantity [2MnO(2)2MnO(1)] / [MnO(2)1MnO(1)]
calculated from the PDF Mn–O of the RMC configura-
tions. As a general trend it is also observed that the angle
Mn–O–Mn for those manganese atoms with AFM interac-
tions shows a distribution slightly displaced towards larger
values. Similarly, these atoms are located at larger dis-
tances of the intermediate oxygen than its FM counterpart.
This increase could explain the AFM character of the
interactions since the larger the Mn–O distance the smaller

Fig. 2. (a) PCF for Mn–Mn at different temperatures. (b) Normalized
contribution to PCF of the ac in-plane and out-of-plane Mn–Mn pairs. (c)
Magnetic moment pair correlation function for Mn–Mn pairs.

km(0).m(r)l, we found that there is a strong change in the
average character of the short-range magnetic interactions
between the nearest neighbour (NN) ions through T . Wec

now focus on the NN correlations in Fig. 2c, since it is
mostly for these that we have enough pairs to compute
quantities that are definitely sound on a statistical basis.
From this figure it is already apparent that for NN Mn–Mn
pairs at the shorter distances, the pair magnetic correlations
seem to remain FM even above T . Certainly, the correla-c

tions become short ranged at the highest temperatures.
Surprisingly enough, this does not hold for those Mn–Mn
pairs at the larger distances, for which km(0).m(r)l be-
comes negative around T . This, therefore, suggests thec

existence of magnetic correlations of an AFM character in
these materials. Further, from the structural insight gained
with the RMC, we can establish that, on average, these
pairs are located in the ac plane (see Fig. 2b), while those

Fig. 3. Behaviour of the fitted lattice constants from the Rietveld
pairs at a distance closer to the average structure (Rietveld refinements (error bars are within the symbols) and of the orthorhombic
value) are along the b-axis. Notice also that the loss of FM distortion, defined as [2MnO(2)MnO(1)] / [MnO(2)1MnO(1)] calculated
correlation at low temperature and the growth of a negative from the RMC simulation, versus temperature.
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the overlap between both electronic clouds and, therefore, higher T , goes through a continuous second-order transi-c

the less efficient the double exchange interaction respon- tion and remains metallic in the paramagnetic regime.
sible for the FM coupling observed in these materials. According to the current predictions [6], double exchange

systems showing the above phenomenology should not
present an AFM interaction, as is indeed the case [11].

4. Conclusions

From the RMC analysis of the Bragg and diffuse
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